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Health could be a big concern after April 2024. There will be frequent but useless travels. In job
and business there will be unprecedented changes for Dhanu Rashi people. Worries about
parents' health will increase. 2024 is a beneficial year for Sagittarius Moon Sign students. There
are no positively powerful yogas for marriage. The love life of Dhanu Rashi people will be
marred by secret affairs, feelings of guilt, and heartbreak. 2024 is good for buying commercial
vehicles but not at all favourable for personal vehicles. Real estate related worries and
problems will increase. 

  

HEALTH: Health prospects for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon sign born people:

There has been an improvement in the health of Dhanu Rashi people since November 2023.
The health will continue to get better in January, February, March and April 2024. But, from May
2024, health problems are quite likely to become worse and to increase in intensity, for
Sagittarius Moon Sign people. From May 2024, ailments like diabetes, gall bladder issues, high
cholesterol, liver problems and digestive disorders could start troubling Dhanu Rashi people.
Overall, in all months of 2024, cardiac problems, blood pressure, respiratory issues and
neurological problems can also harm the health of Sagittarius Moon Sign people. 

The most difficult months for the health of Dhanu Rashi people are May, July, August,
November and December 2024. In May, July, November and December 2024, Sagittarius Moon
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Sign people must be alert about heart and hypertension related ailments. In February, March,
July, November and December 2024, Dhanu Rashi people will be highly prone to sustain
injuries. So, they must be cautious about their personal safety too in these months of 2024.  

JOB: Job prospects for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon sign born people:

For most Dhanu Rashi employees, there will be sudden, positive and big changes in their jobs.
Many will get new job offers and others will get new job profiles in their existing companies. But,
in both cases, the Sagittarius Moon Sign employees could be doing totally different kinds of
work. Initially, this will look like a difficult situation and the Sagittarius Moon Sign employees will
wonder if they will be able to perform all tasks properly or not. But, slowly, they will settle down
in the new job responsibilities, and, they will actually excel in such new job roles too. 

Other Sagittarius Moon Sign employees could take a break from jobs and, after a gap of two or
three months, could join new jobs in new job profiles. Some Dhanu Rashi employees could
decide to switch from jobs to their own businesses, in 2024. Those Sagittarius Moon Sign
employees who have been facing troubles in their existing jobs could lose their jobs in February,
March, April or June. For all Dhanu Rashi employees, there will be some short term but frequent
discomforts in their jobs from April 2024 onwards. All they should to do is to keep calm and
relaxed and such discomforts will be removed easily each time. 

BUSINESS: Business prospects for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon sign born
people:

There will be some unexpected problems in the businesses of Sagittarius Moon Sign
entrepreneurs in 2024 which could motivate them to make some big changes in their
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enterprises. Most Dhanu Rashi businesspersons will try to shed extra burden, things which
have become useless and making the business progress at a slower pace than expected. Many
non-productive businesses of Sagittarius Moon Sign businesspersons will be closed down. In
other businesses, they will reduce staff, cut down on energy bills, shift to more affordable
workplaces or shift the whole business online. 

The Sagittarius Moon Sign businesspersons will start work in new services or products. They
could invest big amounts of money too in their new businesses. In 2024, April, May, June and
August can bring some increased work pressure, stress and difficulties. But, the Dhanu Rashi
entrepreneurs will be able to handle all such problems quite easily. Though most Sagittarius
Moon Sign businesspersons will strive to do better in their businesses, in some cases, Dhanu
Rashi entrepreneurs could also shift from businesses to conventional jobs where they can get
fixed salaries each month. 

EDUCATION: Education prospects for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon sign born
people: 

2024 will be a beneficial year for Sagittarius Moon Sign students. They will be able to achieve
all their academic targets and will perform quite well in all important examinations too. This year
is good for all Dhanu Rashi students but it will be a little more favourable for students of
medicine, surgery, pharmacology, psychology, finance, banking, marketing and philosophy. The
best months for Sagittarius Moon Sign students for appearing for important examinations are
January, February, March, June, July and October 2024. 

In April, May, November and December 2024, there can be some obstacles, delays and other
difficulties which will disrupt the smooth pace of studies of Dhanu Rashi students. In 2024,
problems connected to boarding, residence, lack of funds, poor health and bad company can
harm the studies of Sagittarius Moon Sign students. In 2024, they must stay away from bad
company, must be careful about their expenses, and, must stay away from all intoxicants like
alcohol and other substance too; if they want to make the best use of the favourable planetary
placements this year. 
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WEALTH: Wealth prospects for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon sign born people: 

There will be financial ups and downs in 2024, for Sagittarius Moon Sign people. Their income
will rise and they will be able to save and invest money too, in the first four months of 2024. But,
from May 2024, the expenses will increase uncontrollably, and, there are high chances of
financial losses too. Dhanu Rashi people have to be very cautious about their expenses and
investments in 2024, and, they should not fall for any investment which offers quick and
unusually high returns. 

In 2024, Sagittarius Moon Sign people should be alert about the safety of their money and
valuables. Losses through theft and scams, offline or online, are quite high this year. The
highest risk of financial losses is in May, July, August, November and December 2024. It is
advisable for the Dhanu Rashi people to not to buy anything expensive after April 2024. For all
valuable purchases they should wait till June 2025. Also, they should invest their spare money
in long term and reliable investment options only. 

REAL ESTATE: Property related prospects for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon sign
born people:

This year 2024 is not at all favourable for Sagittarius Moon Sign people for any residential
property related deals. There are high chances of deals being stuck, delayed, cancelled, and,
money blocked or lost in real estate scams or in legal problems. Also, no renovation or house
construction work should be begun this year, by Dhanu Rashi people. They should wait till June
2025 for all such work related to residential properties. But, this year is highly favourable for
Sagittarius Moon Sign people for buying or selling commercial properties. The best months to
do so are February, June, July, August and September 2024. 

Somehow, the stress and worries about residence and residential properties will trouble Dhanu
Rashi people, in quite unexpected of ways, in 2024. The worries could arise due to disputes
with neighbours, repairs required in the properties, government regulations, or, legal problems.
It is advisable for Sagittarius Moon Sign people to handle everything calmly. Inaction will work
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better than action to solve such problems related to residential real estate, in 2024.

VEHICLE: Prospects related to vehicles for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon sign born
people:

For the Sagittarius Moon Sign people, 2024 is auspicious for buying vehicles for commercial
uses, but is not at all favourable for buying vehicles for personal usage. Even with their existing
personal vehicles too, there will be problems regarding unexpected repairs, legal problems,
accidents and other mishaps. In 2024, the desire to buy a new and expensive vehicle will be
quite high in the hearts of Dhanu Rashi people, but, it is advisable for them to delay such plans
till June 2025. 

The favourable months for Sagittarius Moon Sign people for buying commercial vehicles are
January, February, September and October 2024. The months in which there are high chances
of troubles related to all vehicles are March, April, May and June 2024. Dhanu Rashi people
should avoid driving vehicles which are of Black, Grey and Red colours in 2024. The favourable
colours for them, for vehicles, are Yellow, Golden, Brown, Silver, Orange and Light Blue. In
March, April, May, November and December 2024, the risk of vehicular accidents is quite high.
Sagittarius Moon Sign people should be more alert when driving in these five months of 2024. 

LOVE: Love and Romance prospects for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon sign born
people:

Experiments with multiple affairs, secret flings, disappointments, heartbreak, and, high
expenses, will make 2024 a roller coaster ride of emotions for Dhanu Rashi people. Devotion
and dedication to their romantic partners will be generally non-existent in their hearts in 2024.
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From May 2024, Sagittarius Moon Sign people are more likely to have more than one love
affairs at the same time. They will not be able to keep such affairs hidden for long. The result
will be enormous feelings of guilt and heartbreak. 

In 2024, Dhanu Rashi people could waste a lot of time and money to impress their romantic
partners. Such extravagance will not be useful if they try to use it to compensate for their own
infidelities. So, being devoted and staying faithful towards their love relationships is the only way
to have a satisfactory love life in 2024. The Sagittarius Moon Sign people have good chances of
meeting new and interesting people in January, February, August and October 2024. But, in
same months, there are the highest chances of conflicts with their romantic partners.    

MARRIAGE: Marriage prospects for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon sign born
people: 

Sadly, 2024 does not have any powerful and positive yogas for marriage for Sagittarius Moon
Sign people. It is advisable for those Dhanu Rashi people who are eager to get married to not to
organize any marriage related ceremonies and functions in 2024. Instead, they should postpone
all such plans till June 2025. But, in case they have to get married in 2024 only, the best months
for them are January and February 2024 only. But, in these two months too, Dhanu Rashi
people should ensure that they are not organizing any big functions involving big amounts of
money. They should keep the marriage related events as low-key as possible. 

For the married Sagittarius Moon Sign people, 2024 can be a troubling year. There are high
chances of serious marital discord, conflicts and the situation could become worse enough to
result in a separation or a divorce. The conflicts could also lead to souring of relations with their
families too, including parents, siblings and other relatives from both sides. The most difficult
months, for the marriages of the Dhanu Rashi married people are August, September, October,
November and December 2024. 
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FAMILY: Prospects related to family and relatives for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon
sign born people:

2024 will bring frequent worries about the health and the behaviour of the parents. Sagittarius
Moon Sign people could be too involved in the problems of their parents, more so, of their
mothers, in 2024. At the same time, disputes and disagreements related to family property and
money will keep the relations with the parents quite stressed. April, May, June, July and August
2024 can be more difficult for Dhanu Rashi people with regards to the health of the parents and
the mutual relations with them. 

Dhanu Rashi people will have good and mutually understanding relations with their siblings, in
2024. In February, March and April 2024, the siblings of the Sagittarius Moon Sign people could
suffer from short term health problems, could have serious injuries, or, could be involved in
some legal problem. The children and other dependents of the Dhanu Rashi people will do
considerably well in their respective areas of studies and work, in 2024.  

TRAVEL: Travel prospects for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon sign born people:

Sagittarius Moon Sign people will have frequent, but quite useless travels in 2024. They could
lose a lot of money and peace of mind due to such travels. The travels after April 2024 could be
more inconvenient as compared to the travels in the first four months of 2024. This year, Dhanu
Rashi people will be travelling for work, for family holidays, and, for religious or spiritual
purposes. 

Some Sagittarius Moon Sign people could be managing more than one residences in different
cities due to their frequent travels for work or other reasons. But, some or the other
inconvenience and discomfort about the hotels or residences will be there in 2024. There are
also high chances of Dhanu Rashi people suffering from health problems, or being injured,
during their travels in 2024, mainly in May, August, November and December. 
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REMEDIES: Jyotish remedies for 2024 for Sagittarius or Dhanu moon sign born people:

In gem therapy, Sagittarius Moon Sign people can wear Yellow sapphires as gemstones for
Jupiter in January, February and March 2024. But, there are no other good yogas for wearing
gemstones for Jupiter in other months of this year. Dhanu Rashi people can wear Rubies in
January, February and September 2024, as gemstones for Sun. They can also wear Sindoori
coral as gemstones for Mars in January, February and June 2024. 

Dhanu Rashi people should donate clothes or other apparels or other things of daily use, of
black and grey colour, to the needy on Saturdays. They can also keep fasts on Saturdays, if
their health and daily routine allows it. The Sagittarius Moon Sign people should wear more of
Yellow, Red, Brown and Light Blue in 2024, and, they should wear less of Black, Grey and Full
White colours. 

Jyotish Biz
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